Analyses of Humanoid Visual Lifting Biped-walking and Spontaneous Arms’ Swinging by Dynamical Coupling
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Abstract: Biped locomotion created by a controller based on Zero-Moment Point [ZMP] known as reliable control method looks different from human’s walking on the view point that ZMP-based walking does not include falling state. However, the walking control that does not depend on ZMP is vulnerable to turnover. Therefore, keeping the walking of dynamical motion stable is inevitable issue for realization of human-like natural walking—we call the humans’ walking that includes toe off states as “natural.” In this paper, walking model including slipping, bumping, surface-contacting and point-contacting of foot is discussed. Then, we propose a “Visual-Lifting Control” method to enhance standing robustness and prevent the robot from falling down without utilizing ZMP, i.e., whose walking involve falling down states. Simulation results indicate that this strategy helps stabilize bipedal walking even though ZMP is not kept inside convex hull of supporting area. Moreover, we point out that arms begin to swing spontaneously by dynamical coupling among body links without input torques concerning the arms’ joints.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As for walking control of the humanoid, ZMP-based walking is known as the most potential approach, which has been proved to be a realistic control strategy to demonstrate stable walking of actual biped robots, since it can guarantee that the robots can keep standing by retaining the ZMP within the convex hull of supporting area [1], [2]. Instead of the ZMP, another approaches that put the importance on keeping the robot’s walking trajectories inside of a basin of attraction [3]-[5] including a method referring limit cycle to determine input torque [6].

These previous discussions are based on simplified bipedal models, which tend to avoid discussing the effects of feet or slipping existing in real world. Contrarily to the above references, a research [7] has pointed out that the effect of foot bears varieties of the walking gait, e.g., point contacting (heel contacting) and surface contacting (foot sole contacting with ground), causing changing of dimension of state variables. Our research has begun from such view point of [7] as aiming at describing gait’s dynamics as correctly as possible, including point/surface-contacting state of foot, slipping of the foot and bumping, where walking gait states transfer based on the past walking motions, called event-driven. However, our model differs from [7] in that it uses leg model without body, arms and head, instead of that we discuss the dynamics of whole-body humanoid. And that what the authors think important is that the dimension of dynamical equation will change depending on the walking gait’s varieties, which introduced by [8] concerning one-legged hopping robot.

Given as an example that heel be detached from ground while its toe being contacting, a new state variable describing foot’s rotation would emerge, resulting in an increase of a number of state variables. In fact, this kind of dynamics with the dimension number of state variables being changed by the result of its dynamical time profiles of motions are out of the arena of control theory that discusses how to control a system with fixed states’ number. Further the tipping over motion has been called as non-holonomic dynamics that includes a joint without inputting torque, i.e., free joint.

Meanwhile, landing of the heel or the toe of lifting leg in the air to the ground makes a geometrical contact. [9] mentioned how to represent contacting with environment that can handle constraint motion with friction by algebraic equation and applied it to human figures [10]. On the basis of these references, we derive dynamics of eleven kinds of gaits including slipping motion with both varying constraint conditions and changing of the dimension of state variables where the humanoid’s dynamical model has been elaborated as much as possible.

When ZMP is to be on the edge of convex hull of foot, meaning the humanoid is in a state of toe-off, the gait deems to be unstable. In this paper, ZMP-independent walking is proposed to realize human-like natural walking including toe-off state, that is a method to enhance standing robustness named “Visual-Lifting Control” based on visual servoing and visual feedback concept, which is based on a similar concept of impedance control method [16]. We utilize real-time pose tracking method to observe a static object that is set in front of the robot to measure the robot’s head position/orientation.
based on the object through visual pose estimation [17], [18] during walking. The simulation results show that visual feedback helps realize stable bipedal walking that ZMP is not kept within convex hull of supporting area on condition that humanoid’s dynamics includes toe-off, slipping and bumping. Moreover, through the motion of arms and body, we verifies that both arms begin to swing spontaneously and asymmetrically by internal dynamical coupling among body links even though input torques for both arms are set to be always zero.

2 DYNAMICAL WALKING MODEL

We discuss a biped robot whose definition is depicted in Fig. 1. Table 1 indicates length $l_i$ [m], mass $m_i$ [kg] of links and joints’ coefficient of viscous friction $d_i$ [N·m·s/rad], which are decided based on [11]. Our model represents rigid whole body—feet including toe, torso, arms and body—having 18 degree-of-freedom. Detail explanation of this model is omitted, which is described in [19].

3 WALKING GAIT TRANSITION

Figure 2 also depicts possible gait transition of bipedal walking based on event-driven, which indicate that appropriate dynamics and variables are selected and applied according to the state. In the state that has ramification such as state (III) in Fig. 2 into state (III’) or (IV) or (V), the gait is switched to next state in case that auxiliary switching condition written above the allow in the figure indicating phase transient is satisfied. In the gait transition from (V) or (VI) to (VII), supporting-foot is switched from one foot to the other foot with renumbering of link, joint and angle’s number. What the authors want to emphasize here is that the varieties of this transition completely depend on the solution of dynamics. A condition that heel of supporting-foot detaches from the ground in Fig. 2 (I), (III), (III’), (V) to (II), (IV), (IV’), (VI) was discussed in [19].

When floating-foot attaches to ground, we need to consider heel/toe-strike motion. We assume that this heel/toe-strike can be represented by completely inelastic collision introduced in [7]. Figure 2 has two kinds of bumping concerning heel and toe. We denoted dynamics of bumping between the heel and the ground in [19].

4 VISUAL-LIFTING CONTROL

4.1 Feedback lifting torque generator

This section propose a vision-feedback control for improving humanoid’s standing/walking stability as shown in Fig. 3. We use a model-based matching method to measure pose of a static target object denoted by $\psi(t)$ based on $\Sigma_H$, which represents the robot’s head. The desired relative pose of $\Sigma_R$ (reference target object’s coordinate) and $\Sigma_H$ is pre-defined by Homogeneous Transformation as $H_T R$. The difference of the desired head pose $\Sigma_H$ and the current pose $\Sigma_H$ is denoted as $H_T H_d$, it can be described by:

$$ H_T H_d(\psi_d(t), \psi(t)) = H_T R(\psi(t)) \cdot H_T R^{-1}(\psi_d(t)), \quad (1) $$

where, although $H_T R$ is calculated by $\psi(t)$ that can measured by on-line visual pose estimation method [17], [18], we assume this parameter as being detected correctly in this paper. Here, the force exerted on the head to minimize $\delta \psi(t) = \psi_d(t) - \psi(t)$ calculated from $H_T H_d$—the pose deviation of the robot’s head caused by gravity force and walking dynamical influences—is considered to be directly proportional to $\delta \psi(t)$. The joint torque $\tau_h(t)$ that pulls the
robot’s head up is given the following equation:

\[ \tau_h(t) = J_h(q)^T K_p \delta \psi(t), \tag{2} \]

where \( J_h(q) \) in Fig. 3 is Jacobian matrix of the head pose against joint angles including \( q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4, q_5, q_9, q_10, q_11, q_18 \), and \( K_p \) means proportional gain similar to impedance control. We use this input to compensate the falling motions caused by gravity or dangerous slipping motion happened unpredictably during all walking states in Fig. 2. Notice that the input torque for non-holonomic joint like joint-1 (toe of supporting-foot), \( \tau_{h_1} \) in \( \tau_h(t) \) in Eq. (2) is to be set as zero since it is free joint. Although \( \delta \psi(t) \) can represent error concerning the humanoid’s both position and orientation, only position was utilized in this research, so \( K_p \) was set as \( K_p = diag(20, 290, 1100)^T \).

4.2 Feedforward leg and body motion generator

In addition to \( \tau_h(t) \), we used two input torques: \( \tau_f(t) = [0, \ldots, 0, \tau_{f5}, 0, \ldots, 0]^T \) to make floating-leg (joint-5) step forward and \( \tau_w(t) = [0, \ldots, 0, \tau_{w11}, 0, \ldots, 0]^T \) to swing waist’s roll angle (joint-11) according to supporting-foot.

The element \( \tau_{f5} \) and \( \tau_{w11} \) of \( \tau_f(t) \) and \( \tau_w(t) \) are shown below:

\[ \tau_{f5} = 20 \cos \left\{ \frac{2\pi(t - t_1)}{1.85} \right\}, \tag{3} \]

\[ \tau_{w11} = \begin{cases} 50 \sin \left\{ \frac{2\pi(t - t_1)}{1.85} \right\} & \text{if Right leg} \\ -50 \sin \left\{ \frac{2\pi(t - t_1)}{1.85} \right\} & \text{if Left leg}. \end{cases} \tag{4} \]

Here, \( t_1 \) means the time that supporting-foot and contacting-foot are switched described in section IV and V.

4.3 Combined lifting/swinging controller

Combining three torque generators expressed as Eqs. (2), (3) and (4), a controller for walking is created as \( \tau(t) = \tau_h(t) + \tau_f(t) + \tau_w(t) \).

5 EXAMPLE OF BIOPEDEAL WALKING

Under the environment that sampling time was set as \( 3.0 \times 10^{-3} \) [sec] and friction force between foot and the ground as \( f_s = 0.7 f_{n_s} \), the following simulations were conducted. In regard to simulation environment, we used “Borland C++ Builder Professional Ver. 5.0” to make simulation program and “OpenGL Ver. 1.5.0” to display humanoid’s time-transient configurations.

5.1 Analyses of walking motion

The humanoid walked as shown in Fig. 4 and the followings are the results: average length of stride is 0.43 [m] and walking speed is 2.15 [km/h]. Figures 5, 6 show state
transition generated by the humanoid’s dynamics, both feet’s position in y-z plane and displacement of ZMP during one walking step. In this simulation, the humanoid walked in accordance with the following path: (I) → (II) → (IV) → (VI) → (VII) → (I) → · · · in Fig. 2 as “Emerged gait.” This transition was selected among all possible transient in Fig. 2 by the closed loop dynamics. Figure 5 depicts walking states transition (I to VII) defined in Fig. 2. against time in horizontal axis, where (a) to (h) represent selected time in the walking motion and (a) to (h) correspond to the feet’s contacting states depicted in Fig. 6. As you see in (a) and (b) in Fig. 6, the ZMP is inside foot’s contacting sole, and it exists at fringe of tip toe from (c) to (e), describing states (c) to (e) are in toe-off as written in Fig. 5 “toe-off state.” The states from (f) to (h) include slipping of contacting-foot. After the slipping, a state (VI) pointed by “(A)” appears, indicating the both feet are stopping transiently and the state (VI) changed into (VII) pointed by “(B)” describing kicking motion of rear foot and the definition of supporting-foot and contacting-foot is alternated in this state. In addition, we confirmed contacting-foot’s slipping as shown in Fig. 7. Left side means the relation of displacement and velocity of the contacting-foot’s heel in walking direction, i.e., y-axis in Fig. 1, and right side is shape of the foot’s transient from heel’s contacting to surface-contacting in y-z plane. This figure indicates that the foot’s slipping velocity decreases and converges to zero and the foot slips about 9 [cm] after toe contacts to the ground.

Figure 8 depicts trajectory of neck (origin of link-18) in 3-D space representation, excluding a trajectory in transient state corresponding to 0–20 steps, this means that the walking motion converged into limit cycle after 21 walking steps. Then, the trajectories that are separated into two plane (x-y plane and y-z plane) from initial condition to 200 steps are shown in Fig. 9. We can confirm that motion concerning left side and right side against the dotted line is symmetric, which means the neck and shoulder swung along with y-axis given at Fig. 9, representing rolling motion of upper body.
arms’ oscillations are not asymmetric. Therefore, we can say that both arms’ swing were caused by internal dynamical coupling among links, especially the motion of body’s roll angle affects the arms’ swing. In this paper, “dynamical coupling” is defined as torque that is given by non-diagonal element of inertia matrix.

Firstly, dynamical coupling torque $M_{12,11}\dot{q}_{11}$ from body’s roll angle (joint-11) to right arm (joint-12) is shown in Fig. 12. Here, $M_{i,j}$ means $i$-th row and $j$-th column in inertia matrix $M(q)$. On the other hand, Fig. 13 means coupling torque $M_{0,11}\dot{q}_{11}$ from body’s roll angle to body’s yaw angle (joint-9). These figures imply that input torque expressed as Eq. (4) vibrates yaw angle, meaning motion of roll angle does not transmit directly to the arm as coupling. Then, Fig. 14 shows coupling torque $M_{12,9}\dot{q}_{9}$ from body’s yaw angle to right arm. This figure indicates that motion of yaw angle that is induced by Eq. (4) generates arm’s swing.

6 CONCLUSION

As a first step to realize human-like natural walking, strict dynamical model that contains flat feet including toe, slipping and bumping was created in this paper. Then, we proposed Visual-Lifting Control based on visual feedback as a strategy that prevents turnover generated by unpredictable slipping or unstable gaits.

From simulation results, we confirmed that the proposed strategy could help realize a ZMP-independent walking and converge walking trajectory that is generated by varieties of dynamics and gait to limit cycle. Moreover, we verified arm’s motion based on internal dynamical coupling and pointed out that motion of body’s roll angle is essential for arm’s spontaneous and asymmetric swing even though input torques of both arms were set to be always zero.
Fig. 14. Dynamical coupling between yaw angle and right arm
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**Fig. 12. Dynamical coupling between roll angle and right arm**
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**Fig. 13. Dynamical coupling between roll angle and yaw angle**
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**Fig. 14. Dynamical coupling between yaw angle and right arm**
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